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In brief
Viet Labor (short for Free Viet Labor Federation) has 2 affiliates in Vietnam and 1 outside, which
aspire to be unions or help workers form unions. Despite the authorities' use of violence and
imprisonment, Viet Labor works closely with Vietnamese workers in Vietnam and in Malaysia to:
 Assist thousands of workers to get the millions of dollars that are owed them
 Help thousands of workers to organise or advocate for their entitlements
 Put workers' rights information leaflets in the hands of tens of thousands of workers
The next pages will expand each dot point, plus detail our union-rights proposals for TPP.

Affiliates and leadership
In Vietnam, an active Viet Labor affiliate is the Viet Labor Movement (VLM). Formed in 2008, it
currently has a dozen organisers, some rove to various workplaces to help workers organise themselves, and
some are workers who organise workers at their workplaces. Because unions are outlawed, they are not paidup union members but contribute to Vietnam’s nascent union movement via their organising activities. All
operate under the onmipresent threat of violence and imprisonment by the authorities.

In Vietnam, a current but largely inactive affiliate is the Vietnam Independent Union (VIU). Formed
in 2006, its leader, attorney Le Thi Cong Nhan, was imprisoned for 4 years from 2007, she is now under
constant watch by the authorities.

The overseas affiliate is the Committee to Protect Vietnamese Workers (CPVW). Formed in 2006, its
members are based in western nations with some being union officials or union members there, and in
Malaysia its members include workers who are now labor rights advocates.

Viet Labor's leaders include people in Vietnam (Ms Le Thi Cong Nhan, Vice President), Europe (Mr Tran
Ngoc Thanh, President), Australia (Mr Trung Doan, Secretary), United States (Mr Nguyen Ngoc Bich, Vice
President).
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WHAT VIET LABOR DOES
Viet Labor assists thousands of workers to get millions of dollars that are owed them


In 2008, helped 8,000+ Nike workers in Malaysia get back their passports plus over 2,000 USD
each. We worked with the Australian textile union TCFUA and Australian TV Channel 7 to expose their



In April 2015, helped 4,000 Vina Duke workers get paid 10 days' pay that the backpack factory

trafficking by Vietnam's state-run employment agencies;
promised in July 2014 but failed to pay;


Since 2013, VL has freed 10 Vietnamese workers jailed in Malaysia for having no passports,
their employers had confiscated the passports to tie them down.

Viet Labor helps thousands of workers to organise or advocate for their entitlements






In 2010, helped 10,000 My Phong shoe factory workers organise their strike. For that, our Hung
and Chuong are still in jail, serving 9 and 7 years. Hanh was released in June 2014 due to international
pressure, including advocacy by Freedom Now and many others;
Help hundreds of Vietnamese workers in Malaysia organise themselves: Helped some 120 to
organise themselves into solidarity groups at 6 factories; and helped several dozens to join Malaysian
unions at their workplace;
Give voice to workers via written and Youtube news reports on, for example, BSE, Pouyuen,
homeless street workers, workers in Better Work Vietnam factories, forced laborers at state-run drug
rehab centres, Sunny Wide, Dinsen, Diamond, Nam Hoa, plus produce fornightly digests of labor news
from state-run media;

 Produce survey reports on working conditions or raise workers' concerns to multinationals, eg.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o




2008: Garment factory Ching Luh
2010: Garment factories Mountech, Huu Nghi, Kollan
2011: Garment factory Pouyuen
2012: Seafood factory Incomfish, garment factory Jim Brother
2013: Several seafood factories, plus Swire Cold Storage
2014: Garment factories Skechers, Shilla Bags, Diamond
2015: Seafood factory Clean Seafood Corporation

In 2008, exposed Nike on the media in 10 European countries, for sacking strikers. We assisted
a Danish reporter’s investigation, whose report on the contract factory Ching Luh featured on Danmarks
Radio plus consumer magazines in 10 nations: Råd&Rön in Sweden, others in Denmark, Italy, Germany,
etc. Nike toughed it out and, in the end, did not pay compensation;
In 2011, challenged Adidas contract factory Pouyuen for sacking strikers. Adidas conceded that
some workers left but refused to pay compensation to sacked strikers, citing Pouyuen's claim that each
had their own personal reasons and their simultaneous resignation was coincidental.

Viet Labor puts workers' rights information leaflets in the hands of workers


Distribute workers' rights newsletters and leaflets to tens of thousands of workers. Typically,
these quote from the Labor Code's provisions on workers’ entitlements;



We are building capacity to engage with workers on social media, using Facebook and
smartphone-centred social media;



In 2011, produced a damning Research Report on state-run VGCL, which calls itself a union.
We found VGCL's own documents which show that it worked to kill a draft law allowing independent
unions, and its President asked the Security Ministry to arrest strike-leaders.
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Viet Labor wants the TPP to prevent the state from crushing independent unions
As TPP prerequisites, Viet Labor wants Vietnam to first legalise unions and create an oversight
mechanism. TPP dispute mechanisms should apply to the labor chapter. If TPP allows the Vietnamese
authorities to finance their own unions, they will use their money and power to crush independent
unions. Viet Labor asks the world to help prevent this.
We also want Better Work Vietnam and aid donors to require participating companies to have
independent unions.
In April 2015, invited to the US Embassy during the Inter-Parliamentary Union, we handed this letter
to the Ambassador, and met Congress leaders Nancy Pelosi, Sandy Levin, plus others:
31st March 2015
Dear Sir / Madam
Thank you for meeting me while in Vietnam. I would like to present Viet Labor's views about labor
rights and trade agreements, such as TPP.
VL is a federation of groups inside and outside Vietnam advocating for labor rights and aspiring to
become unions when Vietnam's laws allow. My own Viet Labor Movement is an affiliate in Viet
Labor.
Two of my co-workers, Hung and Chuong, are still in prison for helping workers to organise a strike
and for advocating for union rights. I was released early.
Viet Labor wants trade agreements, such as TPP, to guarantee and promote workers' rights. In
particular, we suggest that:
1. Trade agreements not be signed until Vietnam has amended its laws to legalise unions independent
from state control
2. Trade agreements not to start until Vietnam has created an inspectorate and staffed it to receive
complaints and punish those who stop workers exercising union rights
3. Any union-rights violations by the Vietnamese authorities or by unions it controls should be subject
to the trade agreement's dispute resolutions, and be subject to the withdrawal of trading benefits. In
particular, we think that monetary fines are not enough to punish violations
4. Labor rights groups be allowed to document violations of union and labor rights and submit
evidence not just in Vietnam but to all trade agreement signatory nations
Even after independent unions are allowed to form, unless trade agreements forbid it, the Vietnamese
authorities may still maintain a network of state-supported unions. Therefore:
5. We seek help from the world to prevent the independent union movement from being crushed by
state-supported unions using their overwhelming resources and the state using its laws and other
means
6. Trade agreements should limit the ability of state-supported unions to crush the independent union
movement
Furthermore, the world provides assistance to Vietnam in various ways. Viet Labor ask that these be
reviewed with the view of protecting workers' rights. In particular,
7. The Better Work Vietnam's aim should be amended to explicitly and strongly promote union rights,
including for participating employers to allow, promote, and protect company-level independent
unions
8. Projects resulting from aid should require contractors to allow, promote, and protect company-level
independent unions
Đỗ Thị Minh Hạnh
For Viet Labor
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